International experience with other (legal)
professionals
I hope to take out of LawWithoutWalls:






New insights for bringing business partnering to
the next level

Recent experience of life in private practice in a top
tier firm

Eagerness in learning

Tools for giving practical legal advice

Knowledge of many faces of Unilever business

New ideas for further (technological)
development of our legal function

Enthusiasm for coaching young professionals

Creativity in applying the law for numerous of
situations





What I bring to LawWithoutWalls is /are my:

I am a good representative of Unilever legal as:

I know many different faces and challenges of our
business, as I am business partner to CD, UFS sales
& marketing, logistics & procurement

In my team, I am the one person looking for
solutions of technology to make our lives easier (by
providing access to external legal know how &
setting up practical databases for our legal team)

Liesbeth Meeuse
Legal counsel Benelux

I highly enjoy having the opportunity to learn of
professionals in other fields of expertise. (as I did
when partnering business for legal Benelux in
Eagle).

Yours sincerely,


I am experienced in coaching (currently our interns,
and previously junior associates)

With this construction plan of a
box – because innovation
starts with thinking outside the
box - I would like to apply for
“LawWithoutWalls”





The aspects of my job as legal counsel Benelux
which I enjoy most come together in
LawWithoutWalls; legal development, learning of
other professions, coaching others and applying
legal tools creatively. In my time within Unilever I
have learned to think outside the box of standard
legal tools. This construction plan (without a lid as
the sky is limitless just like the world of law without
walls) shows that the world outside this box is
limitless. LawWithoutWalls would help me to
discover territory outside the box and enhance my
development. At the same time I would like to
enhance development of others by coaching them
and hopefully boost their careers. I would be proud
when I have the chance to represent Unilever at
LawWithoutWalls, and have the possibility to
implement all learnings in our legal community.

